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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Information technology today is the answer to the need for accurate and fast information by information users 

for short-term and long-term economic decision making. Universities, both State Universities and Private 

Universities, have an obligation to present accountable and transparent financial reports for stakeholders. Financial 

reports are a means of communicating financial information to parties outside the corporation, which are expected 

to be able to provide information to leaders in order to make decisions. According to[1]The financial report is very 

much needed by the leadership which has been analyzed and is useful as a decision-making tool for the future[2]. 

Annual financial reports that become a medium for institutional management to interested parties and a means of 

accountability for the public for the resources it manages[3]. There are components in the financial statements 

which include budget reports, balance sheets, cash flow statements and financial statement notes[4] 

The balance sheet is a description of the financial condition of a company or institution. Useful for displaying 

the balance of decisions between investment and funding[5]. Which, according to Mulyono, indirect supervision 

only supervises by requesting periodic reports, namely balance reports and profit and loss calculations, changes in 

the direction and financial patterns of an institution that are beneficial to financial ratios.[6]. 

Figure 1. Journal Online Accounting Software 

 

A B S T R A C T  
 

When the development of the digital era 4.0 has explored all fields, both in education, technology and other fields. In terms 

of financial statements, it is felt that at this time they must follow these developments. In terms of facilitating a job and the 

risk is quite risky. In universities, in a financial report, one of which is the balance sheet, it is still not optimal for the leadership. 

The report is in the form of a balance sheet report at Raharja College. This study faces 2 (two) problems, namely the manual 

calculation of the balance sheet and high errors. This can hinder financial reports to the leadership every month. In preventing 

these problems, good and appropriate financial report management is needed. Cloud accounting is the use of the cloud as an 

online accounting storage. With the use of cloud accounting in the online journal.id software, income and expenditure data 

has been inputted properly, so that the balance sheet data is accurate and fast. There is a report menu on journal.id to get 

overall and accurate Balance Sheet data. There are 7 (seven) methods as problem solving used in this research. Researchers 

hope that the management of balance sheet financial statements can make it easier for accountants to submit reports to the 

leadership every month. There are 7 (seven) methods as problem solving used in this research. Researchers hope that the 

management of balance sheet financial statements can make it easier for accountants to submit reports to the leadership every 

month. There are 7 (seven) methods as problem solving used in this research. Researchers hope that the management of 

balance sheet financial statements can make it easier for accountants to submit reports to the leadership every month. 
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Journal Software is an online accounting software as a support for recording a financial report that can be 

accessed online[7]. The benefits of these developments are used to facilitate the implementation process and 

increase efficiency[8]Online accounting software or what can be called cloud accounting is now available which 

can be useful for ordinary people in managing business finances in detail with ease[9]. At this time, it is very 

important for accountants to position themselves and create more independent space[10]]. 

 

 
Fig 2. Mind Mapping Balance Sheet 

 

From Figure 2.2, there are 3 (three) types of financial reports at universities, namely Income Statements, Cash 

Flow Statements and Balance Sheets. However, this research focuses on the Balance Sheet section. In the balance 

sheet, there are 5 (five) presentations in the balance sheet, namely current assets, capital, fixed assets, retained 

earnings and liabilities. The need for integration of various information in order to obtain accurate data[11]. 

The first problem is that the balance sheet presented is still conventional. By being printed using paper, it can 

result in scattered reports and not being archived properly. 

The second problem is the balance sheet which still has to be calculated in the conventional way. This can 

lead to errors in the total balance of the balance sheet. Changes are needed in all respects, including in the 

presentation of information, from conventional methods to more modern ones so as to make it easier for readers 

to understand the information presented.[12]. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

 

The literature study method is a technique of collecting data and information by examining various sources 

such as books, journals, scientific works and others. In this study, researchers used 6 (six) literature studies, 

namely: 

1. Research conducted by Untung Rahardja, Qurotul Aini, and Marviola Hardini in 2018 with Online 

Accounting Software can make it easier for accountants to input transaction data into the system, where the 

transaction data can be directly imported into the system making it more efficient[13]. 

2. Subsequent research by In'am Fanany ZA in 2014, with a website-based accounting system capable of 

serving transactions by visiting or online so as to create facilities for accounting records[14]. 

3. Research conducted by Untung Rahardja, Eka Purnama Harahap and Dini intan, with the use of Rinfosheet 

as an online financial report storage media, and it is automatically stored in the cloud[15]. 

4. Research conducted by Ferry and Kosadi and Mandatory Ginting (2018), internet-based software has been 

carried out, and some finance and accounting are used even though they have used Android.[16] 

5. Research conducted by Untung Rahardja, et al (2018), uses cloud-based online accounting software to 

facilitate the reconciliation process to produce real-time and accurate financial reports.[15]. 

 

From the 5 (five) literature reviews above, it can be concluded that many researchers have used online or 

cloud-based accounting. However, it can be concluded that there are no researchers who apply cloud accounting 

in the balance sheet process. 

In this study, a system analysis method is used, namely SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunities, Threats) 

to solve the existing problems. Strengths are strengths in the system used, namely cloud accounting, weaknesses 
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are weaknesses in the software, opportunities are opportunities for the system to take advantage of existing 

technology. And the threat to cloud accounting is in implementation. 

 

 
Figure 3. SWOT Analysis of the Balance Sheet based on Cloud Accounting 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this discussion, we will discuss the analysis of existing problems, namely the process of balance reports 

which are still conventional calculations and the reports obtained are still in the form of sheets of paper. The last 

step is the implementation by displaying the results of the online balance sheet screenshot in the cloud accounting 

journal. 

The presentation of the financial statements of the Balance Sheet section is currently good, but it is still 

obtained manually or conventionally. Report management is also good enough for the leadership every month. 

Reports can be used by sending data through rinfo as a supporting tool [17] 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Balance Sheet Flow 
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Figure 4 is the flow of the balance sheet system that still uses conventional. Where the data comes from input data 

from students and expenses from universities. Then the data of the income report is recorded properly. Technology 

is one of the transaction media in e-commerce[18]. 

 

Fig 5. Menu of Balance Sheet 

 

The existence of a Balance Sheet which is implemented on Raharja's account in cloud Accounting to support 

the overall record of financial reports between income and expenses. As well as management reports have been 

summarized very clearly to the leadership so that finances run smoothly. Accountants can easily get these reports 

without having to calculate manually or conventionally. 

 

 
  

Fig 6. Report menu 
 

The Report menu on cloud Accounting software provides various kinds of financial reports such as balance 

sheets, profit and loss, general ledgers and others. In this study, the focus is on the balance sheet report. Tab from 

the Balance Sheet which will generate information from the Balance Sheet in cloud accounting on the Raharja 

journal account. This is able to make it easier to get information on time and report management to make decisions 

[19]. 
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Figure 7. Setting the Time of the Balance Sheet 

 

In the Balance Sheet report there is a time setting needed. Because the report every month must be 

different. Management can easily request balance sheet data at any time. For the sake of the process of delivering 

information that is effective, efficient and fast to the community, media is needed that can convey it in a succinct 

manner [25]. 

 

 

Fig 8. Balance Report Features 

 

There are 4 (four) tabs to filter reports as desired by management. Filter by date, which can be weekly or 

monthly. Then additional features comparison of 1 (one) previous period with the current period. The existence 

of this feature makes it easy to get reports without having to printout or reprint the desired balance report[7], 

[20], [21]. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Types of Balance Sheet Results 
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In presenting balance sheet information, management certainly wants information that is concise and easy to 

understand. Do not forget to also automatically calculate the results obtained from the data of income and 

expenditure. The quality of a management in the form of reports can also be related to the standards of the 

agency[22]. Balance sheet data can be viewed in pdf, excel and csv formats. 

 

 
Figure 10. Results of the Balance Sheet PDF Format 

 

  
 

Fig 11. Results of the Balance Sheet in csv . format 
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Figure 12. Balance Sheet Report Results excel format 

 

From the implementation results above, the Balance Sheet financial statements managed by universities using 

cloud accounting are able to make it easier for accountants to obtain reports on management. As well as financial 

management in higher education institutions is very neat and timely. In addition, accountants can save time in 

conventional calculations, and it is no longer done because of cloud accounting. And information needs are 

needed according to management expectations in order to make decisions from existing problems[21]. 

 

 
 

Fig 13. Dashboard Menu 

 

In figure 13 using cloud accounting journal.id there is a dashboard menu that is useful as overall but concise 

information. With the Dashboard on the Web, cloud accounting software is felt to be able to monitor or monitor 

user performance on the online accounting site[23]–[25]. 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

 

The use of increasingly sophisticated information technology at this time should be applied to universities. 

Included in the financial statements section managed by the finance division. One of the financial reports is the 

balance sheet. Where there are 2 (two) problems that have been described and their solutions using the SWOT 

analysis method. Then produce also 2 (two) conclusions, namely: 

1. The existence of a balance sheet report based on Cloud Accounting is able to make it easier for the financial 
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division to get reports in real-time and effectively and efficiently. 

2. The finance division does not need to calculate the balance sheet conventionally or manually, so that it can 

cause errors or miscalculations in the total summation. It is hoped that the use of cloud accounting systems 

in financial reports in the balance sheet section of universities can be useful for other affiliates in finance. 
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